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Innovation is a Process
Hi, and thank you for downloading this e-book! I’m guessing for you 
this is not your first e-book on startups and marke=ng. There is a lot of 
informa=on out there, and it can be confusing. In my 15 years in tech, 
I’ve seen even the professionals struggle to make sense of it all.

But it’s okay. I’m here. The difference with me is that I have a systems 
engineering degree and speak two languages: 1) people, and 2) 
technology. That’s preIy rare in the tech eco-system.

Like most entrepreneurs, I’m sure you want to prove you are more than 
just a cog in the wheel. You have a lot more to add to the world!
 
I want to share with you how to scale a startup strategically and safely, 
without was=ng a lot of =me and money. To do that, you have to 
understand one fundamental truth: Innova=on is a Process, Not a 
Thing.

SELL THE RIGHT 
PRODUCT BEFORE 
INVESTING TOO MUCH IN 
BUILDING THE WRONG 
ONE
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First, let me tell you a li/le about me: My name is Lindsay, and I trademarked the Lady 
Engineer™. Before you ask, I get this ques@on all the @me, yes, I have 2 degrees in 
engineering. Who would have thought that being me in tech in today’s age would be an 
anomaly?

AIer all, I did start developing soIware in 2002. That was a long @me ago! Through the 
past 15+ years, I’ve worked with over 100 startups and investors, as well as teams 
across Fortune 500 firms.

Since 2017, I run a bespoke incubator called Labs*: Product-Market Fit for Preseed 
Startups where I work with startup founders. I’m a Startup Advisor and Product Market 
Fit Expert helping tech entrepreneurs sell the right product before building the wrong 
one. Believe me, I’ve seen entrepreneurs spend $150K+ on development without true 
market valida@on. It’s easy to waste a couple of thousand (and a whole lot more).

Like many budding entrepreneurs, I went to 
Silicon Valley in 2005 with a twinkle in my 
eye. I followed the blueprint to-the-T: pitch 
compe@@ons, investor talks, weekend 
hackathons, tech founders, and coding 
myself. Despite milestones of success, none 
of these projects turned into real 
businesses un@l 2014. That’s when I 
realized that the “blueprint” wasn’t right 
aIer all. 

Reflec@ng on my own experience, I found 
that the startup jungle is rife with 
misinforma@on. Success is far simpler: stay 
with the problem, focus on the customer 
and think market-product fit, instead.

Who is Lindsay?
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What everyone does?
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IT WORKS

it’s di!cult to use

it’s ugly

Product Pyramid

1 “I have an idea!”

2 Solicit input from family & friends

3 Talk to a few different “customers”

4 Selec?vely hear feedback

5 Spend gobs of ?me & money building a product

6 Test the product & try for customers

7 Struggle

Let me tell you what I have seen over the past 15+ years. This is what everyone does, 
and what I’ve done in the past:

At the first sight of a problem, we get very excited by jumping to the solu?on. “Eureka! 
By George, I’ve got it!” We build out a prototype and pitch our ideas to friends & family 
to get their valida?on.

We get their support because they love us and support us. But they are oRen not our 
target customers. Their valida?on doesn’t mean anything.

We talk to a few strangers and log those conversa?ons as customer interviews. Yet, we 
only listen to the feedback that tells us we’re right.

With this false confidence, we spend gobs of ?me & money building a product. We tell 
ourselves it’s just the basic features but it’s always more than that.

We throw a couple hundred or even a couple of thousand dollars at Facebook and 
Google ads, and we can’t quite figure it out. We post on social media for months, and it’s 
crazy frustra?ng.

Our product has too much func?onality, we can’t find a market for it and we want to 
give up.



Top Reasons Startups Fail
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Pivot gone bad

Lack Passion

Disharmony w/Team/Investors

Lose Focus

Product Mis-Timed

Ignore Customers

Poor MarkeLng

Need/Lack Business Model

Poor Product

Pricing Cost Issues

Get Outcompeted

Not the Right Team

Ran Out of Cash

No Market Need

Reason

Didn’t solve a problem the customer wanted 
solved.

Designed technology for trends rather than for 
their  customer.

Ignored Customer. That’s it.

Didn’t know their customer and couldn’t get their 
attention.

Didn’t offer something  customers would pay for 
when they have the greatest need.

Was not the right person to address this customer 
and this domain.

Made changes not based on feedback from their 
customers.

Did not have all the facts on the customer in order 
to justify their direction.

Was not focused on their customers’ needs.

Ignored their customers’ wants & needs.

Didn’t figure out what the customer was willing to 
pay.

Didn’t understand their value add to the customer

Didn’t hire people willing to do anything to 
solve the customer’s problem.

Didn’t solve a problem so great the customer was 
willing to pay for it.

Lindsay Says:

* CB Insights: The Top 20 Reasons Startups Fail based on an analysis of 101 Startup postmortems
h@ps://www.cbinsights.com/research-reports/The-20-Reasons-Startups-Fail.pdf



Are you focusing on the right things?
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I conducted a survey of my peers in 2017 to find the following sta<s<cs. They explain 

some of the reasons the standard startup “blueprint: is flawed.

SPOT THE PROBLEM
4 out 7 entrepreneurs can 

succinctly state the problem 
they are solving.

4 of 7
KNOW THE CUSTOMER

3 of 7 entrepreneurs can detail 
their ideal customer with 

sufficient clarity and specificity

3 of 7

VALIDATE WITH MOM
4 of 7 validate their ini<al idea 
with family and friends without 

valida<ng with target 
customers

4 of 7
TALK TO CUSTOMERS

0 entrepreneurs are observed 
to solicit input from their target 
audience or customer as soon 

as possible

0

PRODUCT DESIGN
5 of 7 believe digital product 
design is something they can 

do themselves

5 of 7
STRUGGLE W/ DESIGN

Yet, 5 of 7 are observed 
struggling to do UX & Product 
week-over-week on a regular 

basis

5 of 7



Not Just Me
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When I speak to entrepreneurs who have invested money in prototype development, I 
hear most of them say they need an accurate presenta9on of the solu9on to get good 
feedback. In theory, that makes sense. But, most of these founders have not done the 
upfront discovery & valida9on to jus9fy skipping to the prototype phase.

Conversely, I find other founders that get lost in the weeds of market research. Finding 
the differen9a9ng product features that will get you paying customers consistently is 
the single most important thing to do. It’s also incredibly difficult. 

The other hairy ques9on they cannot answer is, “At what point should I build a 
prototype to test with customers?” Also, if you’re a non-technical founder, does an MVP 
have to be coded by a developer?

GENERATE REVENUE
One of my clients was able to generate revenue while 
prototyping her business. She just used SquareSpace so 
she did not rely on a developer.

LAUNCH ON-TIME
Another client launched her product on 9me and under 
budget, with over 1000 people on her wai9ng list.

GO-TO-MARKET STRATEGY
Another was able to get out of the build trap, realizing 
that the current version of his product was ready for a 
specific audience. He launched to them before was9ng 
another 3 months building and thousands more on 
social media adver9sements.



the 3 myths of product-market fit
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This problem, if solved, makes a business.

MYTH #2
You are the customer.

MYTH #3
If you build it, they will come.

MYTH #1

In order for me to get you to understand why marke=ng isn’t something you wait to do 
un=l a?er you have a product, I have to bust 3 myths - 3 assump=ons - that you may be 
making early on.



THIS PROBLEM, IF SOLVED, MAKES A 
BUSINESS

 

Myth #1



“Because this problem bothers me, it must bother enough other people that this is a business.”

Have you thought something like this? The #1 reason startups fail is that there’s “No 
Market Need.” What does that mean? It means you didn’t solve a problem the customer 
wanted to solve.

The next reason startups fail is that you ran out of cash. That’s because you did not 
solve a problem so great the customer was willing to pay for it.

Let me introduce you to a concept:

Most Valuable Problem
So how do we make sure we avoid 1) No Market Need, and 2) Running Out of Cash? 

We idenOfy the Most Valuable Problem - I call it the Real MVP - This is the one problem 
that causes your customer so much pain they’re willing to pay you to solve that problem.

How do you idenOfy the Real MVP? Through Market Research - a fundamental 
component of markeOng that needs to happen before you develop your product.

The best way I can explain the importance of early market research is with the following 
Albert Einstein quote.

Through market research, we can understand different customer segments and who has 
a pain so large they’d pay for a soluOon. This way, we don’t launch a product to no 
market need.

- ALBERT EINSTEIN

“It's not that I'm so smart, it 's just that 
I stay with problems longer.”
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There’s a lot of talk in Silicon Valley about your Minimal 
Viable Product (MVProduct) but there are so many useless 
and varied defini>ons about what an MVP is or should be. 
And, the format of your MVProduct varies based on your 
technical skill level. Let’s put it this way: 

What is the number one thing that Paypal always has to be able 
to do to be in business? The answer seems complicated now that 
they have mul>ple lines of businesses but think back to its original 
incarna>on. I’ll give you a hint: the answer is on this page.

The number one thing Paypal must do is let me pay you. 

It’s the easiest thing to do in their en>re product. The same can’t 
be said for finding embed codes for their Pay Now buKons.

The main takeaway is that Paypal has to be hyper-focused on 
always solving their MVProblem extremely well. Everything else is 
less important than “lePng me pay you.” This has to guide 
everything they do, and that’s all their MVProduct had to 
demonstrate.

MOST VALUABLE PROBLEM
EXAMPLE // PAYPAL

Lady Engineer® E-Book

Your first prototype (MVProduct) should be the 
smallest possible group of features that can solve 
your Most Valuable Problem (MVProblem) while 
demonstrating your unique way of solving it. 
Hopefully, it’s built as cheaply as possible, too.



Ends & Stems
When I met Alison Moun0ord, founder of Ends & 
Stems, she was super passionate about addressing 
the issue of food waste. She had been tossing 
around ideas for well over a year as she worked as a 
private chef but was stuck.

She couldn’t figure out where to focus and how to 
start. There are so many people that experience or 
contribute to this problem and she wanted to help 
them all!

Working together, we created a map of her big-
picture vision and then narrowed it down to the first 
version by idenHfying the Most Valuable Problem. 
We figured out that women, parHcularly Moms, 
have enough trouble finding recipes, grocery 
shopping, and cooking.

Worrying about food waste seemed to be an added 
burden. Right??

In comes her soluHon: Weekly meal plans designed 
to use up all the food her customers buy, along with 
key features like "Buy on Instacart" and "Print 
Grocery List."

From Labs*: Product-Market Fit for Pre-Seed 
Startups and working 1-on-1 with me, Alison learned 
UX design & prototyping, and product & feature 
definiHon like a PRO. She was able to launch preXy 
much on Hme and under budget.

Lady Engineer® E-Book
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Fact #1
IDENTIFYING THE MOST VALUABLE PROBLEM THROUGH THOROUGH 

MARKET & CUSTOMER RESEARCH WILL JUSTIFY YOUR BUSINESS IDEA.
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Now I want you to pause for a moment and let this point sink in because it’s a big one 
and it’s the exact opposite of what everybody else in Silicon Valley is feeding you:

In the early stages, your startup should not move very fast.

You see, anxiety to prove yourself & get started may drive you to plow forward, ignoring 
important details.

The reality is you’ll eliminate a lot of confusion around product & markeDng if you 
marinate in the problem first. That Dme taken pays off ten-fold down the road.



YOU ARE THE CUSTOMER

 

Myth #2



So now that you know there is this thing - the most valuable problem - that will jus8fy 
your whole business idea, I have to debunk another myth that holds you back from 
addressing marke8ng early.

Myth number two is: You are the customer.

Being a victim of a problem does not 
necessarily bestow the power to see the 

solution
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What does this mean? Just because you found a solu8on that works for you does not 
mean your solu8on will work for a lot of other people. Also, an individual is not always 
representa8ve. One person’s opinion is anecdotal. That includes your own opinion.

As I men8oned earlier, when we find a solu8on, we get very excited and plow forward. 
We dream up all of the different technologies and product features that can make our 
idea the next big thing. It’s thrilling and extremely normal. The crea8ve juices are 
flowing!

But, you want to go the other way. You want to focus on other people, how they 
experience the problem and the solu8on that they want.* APer all, other people have to 
buy your product.

*So much they are willing to pay for it.



— Seth Godin

“Don’t find customers for 
your product, find products 
for your customers.”



Misguided Rationale
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Our product requires so much behavior change that it is a completely new idea. 
There is nothing to be gained from doing exis@ng behavioral analysis.

So rather than do any qualita@ve research with customers, we should just come up 
with a message and start tes@ng it.

Our ra@onale is that the iPhone did not bother researching exis@ng behavior. The 
product was too new and different that it called for completely different habits.

“Lindsay Tabas” <hi@lindsayt.com>

Re: Our Thoughts on Your Proposal

An  a c t u a l  em a i l  
( p a r a p h r a s e d )  f r o m  a n  

e n t r e p r e n e u r

The truth is, you do not want to invent anything that requires “so much 
behavior change.” Think about the success rate people have with their New 
Year’s resolu@ons. Don’t make the startup journey harder on yourself by trying 
to sell a product that requires convincing your customers to make big behavior 
changes.

// 01

Both qualita@ve research (geFng people’s opinions) and quan@ta@ve research 
(tes@ng how they react) have a role in building digital products. People tend to 
over-rely on the laJer. But, as Will Evans, LeanUX NYC Founder, said, “To talk 
to your customers, you have to talk to your customers.”

// 02

Finally, the idea that the iPhone did not bother researching exis@ng behavior is 
factually incorrect. The iPhone was an inven@on built off of research developed 
within Apple, at other compe@tors, and by the federal government.

// 03



Deepen
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Take my client Chris1na. Chris1na Weber started 
working with me a9er 3.5 years running a service-
based business. She saw massive unmet demand in 
the da1ng space for people to meet their significant 
others in real life. But, she was struggling to detail 
the big, strategic plan.

In the past, she was offering exclusive da1ng 
experiences where she hand-selected 20 men and 
20 women for an exclusive dinner party. She wanted 
to expand this concept but she first needed to 
return to her customer.

During the customer valida1on process, she found a 
common theme: Single men and women hated using 
da1ng apps but used them anyway. Meanwhile, they 
all hoped they would meet their person in-person. 
Yet, when presented with an event using the terms 
“Singles Only” or “Da1ng Experience” people 
clammed up. Those 1tles were huge turnoffs!

Customers wanted to meet their person doing things they loved not going to events 
fabricated and forced just for poten1al romance. 

In just under 3 months while par1cipa1ng in Labs*: Product-Market Fit for Pre-Seed 
Startups, Chris1na cra9ed a new set of business model assump1ons, deployed a 
marke1ng strategy, and launched the first round of tes1ng using only her Squarespace 
site. She held events in both Los Angeles and New York City. She needed no developers 
to do this prototype, AND she made money in the process.

Chris1na focused on her customer rather than her wants & needs, and it paid off.

https://bit.ly/394J45Z
https://bit.ly/394J45Z


Successful founders that build real businesses focus on their customers. They find 
customers before they design & build products.

Understand that startups are less risky when you have customers involved in designing 
your product, and nothing’s be@er than having customers waiAng to buy your product 
before it’s even ready.

Fact #2
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BY ITERATING ON YOUR MARKETING AND PRODUCT, YOU CAN GET YOUR 
CUSTOMERS TO DESIGN THE PRODUCT YOU WILL SELL RIGHT BACK TO 

THEM.



IF YOU BUILD IT, THEY WILL COME

 

Myth #3



Founders mislead themselves the most believing Myth #3. We all want to believe that if 
we build something so amazing (and of course, what we are building is so amazing) 
people will naturally love it. Tech Crunch will write about us, every user will be an 
evangelist and we don’t need to spend money on ads.
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If only it was that easy…
Imagine you’re standing at the top of a majorly verFcal water slide. Your heart beats and 
you know there’s only one way down. You can’t stop thinking about all the different 
ways this scenario can play out. It’s scary.

GeKng a lot of people to learn about your product (a.k.a. building markeFng awareness) 
is just as scary, inFmidaFng, and exciFng. But unlike the slide, it’s not a straight chute 
down. There is no one way.

First, some markeFng tacFcs require you to put yourself out there. GeKng up to speak 
at a conference, giving workshops, and galvanizing your personal and professional 
networks with your message can leave you feeling vulnerable.

Second, there are many “shiny objects” and opportuniFes to distract you. These 
acFviFes are entertaining but can be incredibly Fme-consuming. PosFng on Instagram 
can be fun! But it means nothing if it is not bringing quality leads to your business. 

“Half the money I spend on 
advertising is wasted; the trouble is I 
don’t know which half.” -JOHN WANAMAKER

I t  d o e s n ' t  n e e d  t o  
b e  t h i s  w ay .



If marke t ing is a  was te,  why don ’ t  I jus t  wai t  un t i l  my 
produc t  is ready?…Unt i l  I have something t o  sell?
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Marke&ng is…

• …just as nuanced and complicated as figuring out the product to sell
• …requires a lot of itera&on and tes&ng
• …takes a long &me to see its benefits
• …can be done a lot sooner than we think

Now, for my own story: In 2013, I started an e-commerce store selling bou&que fitness 
apparel. I saw all of these small brands popping up and thought customers needed a 
single place to browse and buy. My partner and I worked for 4 months to build 
rela&onships with these brands and create the website. We did not launch to friends and 
family un&l we felt “ready.”

Since we kept our business fairly secret during development, our personal networks 
were surprised. Some were learning about the venture for the first &me when we 
launched. A handful or two bought clothing but not enough for us to feel confident that 
this was a great idea.

Over the next year, I balanced my tech & design consul&ng with building the store. I 
learned more and more about different digital marke&ng tac&cs. And, I put a lot of them 
to prac&ce. I posted daily on Instagram, craSed relevant hashtags, automated TwiUer 
posts, wrote a handful of blog posts, and stuck to an email marke&ng schedule. I 
measured, I tested and I found nothing worked.

At the end of 2014, I realized a few things: First, I had goUen through my first year self-
employed. Second, to be successful in e-commerce meant you needed to be a digital 
marke&ng genius. Third, the money I made was all from my tech & design prac&ce. So, if 
I’m going to become a marke&ng genius, it behooves me to do it for my prac&ce and not 
for this e-commerce store that is not making me any money.

It took me 18 months working on an e-commerce store to figure this out. I’m giving you 
this insight for free.



In marke)ng, there is no such thing as “plug and chug.” There are no straight answers 

that you can find on Stack Overflow, Reddit, Quora, or any other Q&A website. Hiring a 

social media intern will not do it either.

There is a framework for marke)ng but it requires )me, personaliza)on, and lots of trial 

& error to get it right.

You should not postpone marke)ng ac)vi)es because they take as much work as 

building the product. And, what you learn from customers through marke)ng will 

strongly inform your product’s design.

Fact #3
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MARKETING IS DIFFICULT AND IT TAKES TIME. YOU SHOULD START NOW.



the 3 facts of product-market fit

Iden%fying the most valuable problem through 
market research will jus%fy your business idea.

FACT #2
Through marke%ng, you can get your customer 
to design the product you’ll sell right back to 
them.

FACT #3
Marke%ng is difficult and it takes %me. You 
should start now.

FACT #1

Lady Engineer® E-Book
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HOW TO EXECUTE THEblueprint
Join Labs*
Labs* is unlike any other online course or startup 
accelerator. I say this confidently because I’ve mentored, 
guided and worked for top accelerators like TechStars! 
It’s a 12-week guided upskilling and training program 
designed to teach you the skills to move confidently 
from idea-to-tracEon. 

HTTP://WWW.LINDSAYT.COM/LABS

CUSTOMERS

IDENTIFY YOUR 
EARLY-VANGELISTS

PRODUCT

GET TO OR REFINE 
YOUR FIRST 
PROTOTYPE

TRACTION

EXECUTE 
ITERATIONS WITH 
REAL CUSTOMERS

Learn More About Labs*

h"ps://www.lindsayt.com/labs

https://bit.ly/394J45Z
https://bit.ly/2NLh6ES


Rose Herr collected 300+ responses 

to her customer research survey, 

valida9ng new features, and picking 

up 246 email addresses to add to 

her launch list. She said:

“I had an idea I'm passionate about but didn't know how to 

move things forward. The course helped me focus, and 

provided me with clear steps. Being able to say that I was 

taking concrete steps to work on my idea gave me more 

confidence in telling people about it.”
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Jessica Seepersad, Founder of 

Klouf, had made liLle progress in 12 

months on her own. Through Labs*, 

she recruited 65 people to pilot her 

unique approach to da9ng.

“The way Lindsay explains things and her vision also really 

resonates with me. It’s an approach that I’m a lot more 

comfortable with than the “build it and they may come” or 

“just pitch something/raise money” approach.”

WHAT LABS* GRADS HAVE 
ACCOMPLISHED

You, too, can confidently navigate the startup landscape
See more case studies and learn how Labs* can help you

I created Labs* to help founders like you masterfully piece together the enHre process - 
from research through building the product and liJing your business off the ground - in  

a format that excites you with the structure you need.

Lindsay T., Lady Engineer®

https://bit.ly/394J45Z
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I am so glad you raised your hand and said 
YES to learn more about Product-Market Fit! 

I know we can accomplish a lot together in 
Labs*, and I look forward to working with 

you.

THANK YOU

Design & sell the right 
produc t  before building 

the wrong one
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